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CAPOOM Columbia Houston, your prop config looks good and 
CAPOOM Columbia Houston, your prof config looks good and 
we're still standing by to see the OAP and TV C configuration in 
auto. 
CAPCOM Roger that we're just about to do that g 
SC We're trying to keep these pressures 
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really wop the vehicle around 
CAPCOM Ok. 
SC We're in auto on the OAP. 
SC on the OAP. 
CAPCOM Ok, we copy. ~ 
SC I got an execute 
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SC Cleared at 10~. on the right engine. 
(gatbled) 7. Just had a nice view of the Cape coming by. 

7. Just had a nice view of the cpe coming by. 
CAPCOM Roger and it looked like a good burn. 
Columbia Houston when we hand over to Bermuda here shortly we may 
have about a 30 second S-band keyhole. I~) 
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sc Ok, 
CAPCOM 
SC Ok, 
burn 

understand. 
GARBLE About 5 seconds from LOS. 

the burn looked good to us. And we loaded it for OMS 

2, how does that look to you? 
CAPCOM looked good to us in both machines. 
Ascension is coming up next at 6:39. ~ 
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SC Ok, 11m clear, weIr 



re maneuvering to attitude (garbled) 

and he's down there changing ojt the log 
CAPOOM Ok we copy that. s 
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CAPCOM Ok we copy that nd the Sargeant's sorry about the CO2 
jobbies 
there. We'll be sending you entry rest mats up to you and you 
do not need a state vector update. 
SC Well, that's outstanding. 
CAPOOM Ok, your entry rest mats are onboard now and ther's 
a reminder you'll need to reoad your targets. Also, we~)fd 
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that the vacuum vent and tamp has been (garble). 
You'll get tht about vent and tamp has been 
You'll get that about 200 the lat time we saw it was about 184 
but It's noting to be concerned about if you get it ignore it. 
SC Ok, the vacuum vent is coming up nd we can i~t. 
If it comes up. 
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CAPCOM That's affirmative and that about reloading 
the targets that's only if you hve a state vector update. 
SC Yes, I didn't think we did it for restmats. 
CAP<X>M Columbia Houston, we'rw about 1 minute to LOS. This 
is our last data pack before the . 
is our last data pack before the OMS 4 burn. At this p~ 
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are go for te burn.Botswana UHF at 0651. If we don't talk to 
you there, I gues s you ca read us. You'r still go for the 
burn. 
SC Ok, Henry, we can hear you over this UHF 
So if there is anything important you want to tell why don't 
hesi-
tate. ~} 
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CAPCOM Ok, will do. 
Se I think they're to send us something on the telegrm machine 

You mean you can make that suckermake noise 



on the •••••• 
END OF TAPE 
auot ~ 
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SC I think they're trying to tell us something on the 
(garble) 
but it ain't getting through. 
CAPOOM Oh. Do you think you can make that sucker make noise on 
the 
air-to-ground (garble) also? 
SC Yep. 
CAPOOM Houston end of line. We're not sending anythin~u 
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might make sure that you are in auto with the power switch on the 
teleprinter. 
SC In auto on the power switch on the teleprinter. OK. We 
are in auto on the power switch on the teleprinter, Houston. 
CAPOOM OK, we copy, and we're probably going to lose you here. 
We f re 
hanging in longer than we thought. We'll ask you some ques ·ons 
about 
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that noise a little later. 
HOUSTON OOMTECH Botswana Comtech, this is Houston Comtech, 
testing 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Test out. 
BOTSWANA Botswana had hundred percent (garble) go. 
HOUSTON COMTECH Copy Botswana, configure for your pass please. 
BOTSWANA Roger, will you confirm with going to acquire squelch 
off. ~/ 
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HOUSTON OOMTECH That's affirmative. 
BOT Roger. 
CAPOOM Columbia Houston through Botswana for the next minute 
and a 
half. 
SC OK, Hank, how do you read me through Botswana? 
CAPCOM OK. Read you weak but clear, Crip. I think at~9w 
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elevations is about the only time we can read you. We have one 
thing 
I want to say to you about the minus Y startracker. We see that 

... _ ......... _-_ .. _--------------------



the 
target suppress bit has been set. This hardware bit will hold 
the 
shutter closed unless it's manually commanded open, so while it's 
night time there, we would recommend that you call spec 22 and do 
an 
item 15 execute to manually open the shutter and then aeother 
item 15 
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to get you back to auto. 
SC OK. You think it's a good idea, though, to run around 
wi th 
that shutter manually open? 
CAPCOM The second item 15, Crip, will put it back into shutter 
auto. 
SC OK, and then you think it'll work then after that? 
CAPCOM We're hoping it will. We'd like you to at least&r to· 
reset 
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it that way one time and then we'll take a look at it next air. 
SC OK. Ok, Hank and you wanted an item 15 to override it 
open 
and then go back to auto? 
CAPCOM Thatls affirmative, Crip. And we're going LOS. We'll 
see you 
next at Yarragadee at 0709. 
SC OK, and we've completed that, and at that time 
open. 
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CAPCOM OK, we copy that. 
END OF TAPE 
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CAPOOM Columbia, Houston through Yarragadee for the next 
5 and 1/2 minutes. How do you read? 
SC Ok, Hank we read you loud and clear all full with nominal 
and 
CAPOOM OK, we copy that. We have several items for &YOU, if 
your ready to listen up. 
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CAPCOM Your fading out Crip, I'll just read this in the blind. 
On Spec 67 if you ever have to use that the electric display 
on the third cloumn there the last item which is the amps aft 
main C. When you look at that it will be reading high. 
Approximately 173 amps and this corresponds to 1 PCM co~nt 
The measurement has failed, its a measurement failure 0 y, n 
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there's no mission effect and the other currents read okay. 
SC Ok, we understand. I say we understand that. 
CAPCOM Ok, got you. One other thing I'll just get it out of 
the way here. When we run the STS checkout stateside, there 
is a program note that just came out recently. I don't~' 
you got it. There is a potential problem during the ch kout 
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If the secondary actuator check is started before the completion 
of the aerosurface drive test, what will happen is the biases 
added to the surfaces and the asterick indicating the channel 
selection will not be removed by the test term inated or an OPS 
transi tion. 

We just want to make sure that you do not start the se~c 
actuator check until you have a go from us. 
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SC Tell me again that parameter you said was out of tolerance. 
CAPCOM It's the amps on the aft main C • 
SC OK, I'M reading 193, 194 on the amps. 
CAPCOM Ok, that's reading way too high and it is a measurement 
failure. You canlt believe anything you read on that p~rt. ular 
parameter. All the others should be okay. 
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SC Ok. 
CAPOOM Columbia Houston through Ascension for the next 2 and 
1/2 minutes. 
sc OK, we read you loud and clear (garbled) •.• and he's down 
there changing out the Lioh canister. We're off lessethan a 
couple of minutes on that cabin cleaning. 
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CAPOOM OK, we copy that. 
We'll be sending your entry REFSMMAT up to you and you do not 
need a state vector update. 
SC Well that's outstanding. 
CAPOOM OK, entry REFSMMAT are onboard now. As a reminder. there 
you'll need to reload your targets. Also, we noted t~~ 
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vaccum vent nozzle temp had been ••• you'll get that about 200, 
las t time 
we stored about 184 but it's nothing to be concerned about, if 
you get i t i g nor e it. 
SC OK, the vaccum vent nozzle temp is coming up and we should 
ignore it when it comes up. ~ 
CAPcx::M And delay that about reloading the targets, t 's ly 
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if you've got a state vector update. 
SC I didn' think we did it for REFSMMAT 
CAPOOM Columbia, Houston, we're about 1 minute from LOS ... 
END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM That's affirmative the belay that about reloading the 
targets 
that's only if you got a state vector update. 
SC I didn't think we did it for REFSMAT. 
CAPOOM Columbia Houston we are about 1 minute to LOS this is 
our" last data pass before the QVlS 4 burn at this point 
go for the burn, Botswana UHF is next at 0651, if we do lk 
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to you there, I guess you can read us, you are still go for the 
bUrn. 
SC Okay, Hank and we're back in OPS2 now and all reconfigured 
CAPCOM Roger, copy you're back in OPS 2 and just for info, we 
get to 
Guam we're going to try do that DFI POM recorder check again. 
There is some confusion on our part as to when the circut breaker 
came out. We had you to put it in then the next time, we had a 
c onm d r 0 p t::::::::: ) 
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out there and I think we got kind of messed up a little bit in 
that procedure, so just to make sure we're going to try to repeat 
it at Guam. 
SC Yeah 
CAPCQVI Houston in the blind we are not sending anything up, 
you 
might make sure that you are in auto in the power SWitc~on t e 
teleprinter 
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SC In auto on the power switch on the teleprinter, okay? 
We're in auto on the power switch on the teleprinter, Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay, we copy and we'll probably going to lose you 
here, we're hanging in longer than we thought, we'll ask you 
some questions about that noise a little later. COlum~bia 
Houston, we are about 1 minute to LOS, Guam is next at 21. 
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 7 hours 19 minutes 
we're now finished with playback of the accumulated air ground 
tape. Coming up on Guam in 1 minute and 19 seconds. We're 
now standing by for that pass. 



CAPCOM Columbia Houston through Guam for the next 7 and a half 
minutes, we're going to be shipping you a weather telep~ 
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message during this pass and we got a few more items for you. 
SC Okay Hank, and for you the previous messages that you 
gave me, the block update the test message and the water 
message were all good. I did verfy that. Also 11m looking at 
OMS cross feed bulkhead mid temp that's been running around 
between ~ 49 and 50.degrees, in fact it just started to warm up a . e 
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bit. That had given me a message a while ago but it looks like 
its coming back up now and I didn't do anything to it and 1'm 
go. 
CAPCOM Roger, Crip, I copy that and we'll take a 
look at it and 
we would like for you, we see you're in OPS 2 we would like for 
you to lay there and we want to send a test text uplink message 
to you ~J 
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SC Okay, I understand that test text uplink to the memory area. 
CAPCOM That's affirmative. It will be number 914. 
Sr. 914 
CAPCOM And your teleprinter message should be on the way and 
we're going to use APU number 1 for the checkout. 
SC Copy tha t APU number 1. t:::::::f. 
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CAPCOM Columbia, Houston at your convenience we'd like for you 
to clean up the cross feed from OMS 4. 
SC Oh, yeah. Thank you very much. 
CAPCOM And Columbia at your convenience we're ready to run 
through 
the DFI recorder check again. 
SC Okay Hank I got it. ~~ 
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CAPCOM Okay on C3 DFI recorders PCM to continuous record. 
SC Okay that's a verify. 
END OF TAPE 
56;61 
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CAPCOM •.• recorder check again. 
SC Ok,Hank, lets have it. 
CAPCOM Ok, on C3, PFI recorded PCM to continuous record 
SC OK, thats a verify. 
CAPOOM On Rl1, DFI PCM and record a rotary to forward 
Verify. 
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SC Ok, we're going from reverse to forward control at this tme. 
CACOM Ok, also on Rll the DFI PCM forward container recorder 
main C. I'd like to close that circuit breaker. 
SC Ok, we're coming close and stand by one. Q 
SC Ok, coming close at this time. Mark. 
SC My talkback went to gray when I closed it. 
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CAPCOM Ok, we copy that Crip. On Rl1 The DFI PCM recorder 
rotary to stop. And tell us what happens. 
SC We're going to stop, mark when stop. 
SC My talkback went to barber pole. 
CAPOOM Ok, let us mull that one and then we'll have another 

for you. step 8 
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CAPOOM Ok, Crip, we'd like now to take the DFI PCM recorder 
rotary 
to playback reverse and give us a mark. 
SC Ok, we're going to playback reverse, mark. 
SC And the talkback is gray. 
CAPOOM Ok, we copy that. 
CAPCOM Ok, we've got a clock going on you Crip and~ld 
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happen is that in 5 minutes the talkback should go to barber 
pole. 
SC Ok Hank, this is what we did before and does not go to 
barber 
pole. We ran it for at least 5 minutes and 40 seconds. 
CAPOOM Columbia, Houston, we're not getting the return core 
tone 
on the teleprinter. Did you, when you tore those messages off 



down there. 
Did you happen to move that switch? ~ 
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SC Should not have. 
SC Let me take a look at it Hank. 
CAPCOM Ok, what ever was out of configuration before maybe it 
happened again. 
SC No, what was out of configuration before was the ocuGJower 
was off and it is still on. 
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CAPQOM Ok, we copied that. 
SCA Ok my little green light is out too on that. No wait a 
minute the green light in the front is still there. That's 
still in auto. 
SC Everything looks normal according to what I can sSe. 
CAPQOM Columbia, Houston, we're about 40 seconds away S. 
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SPEC 914 is onboard and if by 7:31 MET there the talkback has not 
gone back to barber pole on that DFI recorder, we'd like you to 
go ahead and pull the circuit breaker. 
SC Roger we understand. 
CAPQOM We'll see you at Buckhorn at 7:44. 
SC OK henry. ~ 
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal through 
the Guam station. 14 minutes and 48 seconds until reacquisition 
through the stateside series of tracking stations. Crew aboard 
Columbia continuing to troubleshoot the bulky teleprinter, I beg 
your pardon, DFI. in te cargo bay. Apparently one of th~ __ ~ 
recorders will continue running if all of the circuits e up 
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on. Perhaps they 
hammer with them. 
30 minutes. This 
END OF TAPE 

should have carried the Pete Contrad Skylab 
7 hours 29 minutes into the fight. 7 hours 

is Mission Control Houston. 

your pardon, DFI package in the cargo bay. Apparently ~ 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0065 4-12-81 GMTI9.23.50 ~ 



recorders will continue running if all of the circuits are up 
and an prehaps they suld haved 
and prehaps they should have carried ete Conrad's d 
and prhd 
and prehaps they should have carried 
hammer with them. It's 7 hours 29 minutes into the flo 
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7 hours 30 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston. 
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston, 20 seconds away from 
reacquisition through Goldstone and most of the stateside 
tracking 
stations, standing by for some further reporting by the crew on 
troubleshooting the DFI recorder problem. We should have 
acquisition 
at th is time. 
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CAPCOM Columbia Houston, we're with you stateside for 14 and a 
half 
minutes", 

SC Okay, Hank, ready to set up 
CAPCOM And Houston's ready, Crip. 
SC (garble) 
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(garble) 
Go ahead. 

4-12-81 GIIT o~ 

CAPCOM I cut my UHF off again. Seems like this particular site 
is 
really grim for the simo. We're ready for the start, Crip. 
SC Okey-dokey. Incidentally, that recorder did not turn 
itself 
off. Ok, pull the breaker. 
CAPCOM Roger. We copy. Thank you, Crip. 
SC Okay, we're starting the service drive. ~ ~ 
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CAPOOM Okay, and this is a reminder don't start the secondary 
actuator check until we give you a go. 
SC Roger, that. 
SC Okay, we've studied, and we can go ahead and terminate 
it. 
CAPOOM Your clear. 
SC Henry, you still with us? ~ 
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CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

That's affirmative. 
OK, we got a go? 
OK, you have a go for secondary actuator check. 
Ro g e r, t hat • 
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CAPCOM Okay you have a go for secondary actuator checks 
SC Roger that. 
channel 3 looks good, 
CAPCOM And channel 1 looks good, channel 2 looks good, 
SC Okay Hank all those look good to us we're standing by 
for your go for the shut down. ~ 
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CAPCOM Okay looks good to us too Crip, you're clear to 
shut her down. 
SC Roger that. Okay Hank all that looked good to us. 
CAPCOM Everything looked real fine to us Crip. 
SC Okay, we're ready to go back into OPS 2 
CAPCOM Okay we're ready for that Crip. And while you~n) 
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doing that if John could answer a couple of questions for us~ we 
had some items in the check list that we were trying to verify 
that did get accomplished, for example back in the PDP there 
was a callout for the announciator caution warning lamp 
test and the fire and smoke detection test, did those get 
accomplished? ~) 
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SC That's affir~ative, they sure did. 
CAPCOM Okay and there's been a query also regarding the whole 
gas 
samples and the solid absorbent sampling. 
SC Yes, they're all done. We would have told you if we did 
not do them. Alright Henry. 
CAPCOM You do super work guys. ~ 
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SC We got about the neatest place to work you ever seen, I'll 
tell you that. Except it sure is hard to keep your eyeballs 
inside the cockpit doing your work. 
CAPOOM And Columbia, Houston, you ever have a change to see if 
you got 
Spec 914 on board yet? 
SC No Hank, I haven't got around to it yet. I'll give you a 
holler when ~ 
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I do. 
CAPCOM Don't look now we're just wondering if you had and we 
think we got your teleprinter message on board with the weather 
data. 
SC Okay I'll check. Heard that coming up while ago. 
We're looking right down at White Sands here? ~ 
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CAPCOM The little airplane looks like it ought to be pretty 
much right over it. 
SC Okay, see it from here. 
CAPOOM Columbia Houston for info, we're advised that your 
launch is the number 1 news story around the world today. 
SC It certainly was in here. That launch control team~~ 
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a supper job down there as well as our guys. 
CAPCOM While we've got a minute here in the CAP on page 
2-6 coming up at 8 hours and 20 minutes, there's a callout 
there for the vacuum inerting procedure and we would like for 
you to do 
that procedure even if your pressure does reach zero, and then 
we want a chance to verify that procedure before you te~e 
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it. 
SC Okay, I understand Hank. I believe we just came across 
Corpus Christi 
SC There Henry. 
CAPCOM Columbia Houston say that again. 
SC Looked like we ,just passed over Corpus. 
CAPCM Right, should have been trough there just a COUp~) 
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min ute s ag 0 • 

SC Okay 
CAPCOM On that vaccum and Crip, you were reading zero on the 
gage, we would like for you to do the vaccum and for 30 minutes. 
And when we are satisfied the pressure is zero we're going to go 
ahead and have you inhibit the LS manifold pressure, bU~~ 
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on our ca 11 • 
SC Roger that. I under stand Hank. 
CAPOOM And Columbia, just for info the upcoming pass and the 
next one through the South Atlantic should normally be the ones 
of maximum activity it is night time there and you should have 
a good arora out to the south and if you do not get the ~ 
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smoke alarm triggered in either one of those passes you 
probably not going to have it occur. 
END OF TAPE 

SC There Henry. ~ 
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m53 

CAPCOM Right, should have been through there just a couple of 
minutes ago. 
CAPOOM On that vacuum inerting Crip, you will read zero on the 
gauge. We'd like for you to do the vacuum inerting for 30 
minutes. ~~ 
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When we're satisfied the pressure is zero we're going to go ahead 
and have you inhibit the LS2 manifold pressure. But, do that 
on our ca 11. 
SC Roger, I understand. 
CAPOOM Columbia, just for info the upcoming pass and t~e t 
one through the South Atlantic anomoly should be the one of 
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maximum activity. It is night time there and you shoUld 
have a good arora out to the south. If you do not get the 
smoKe alarm trigger in either one of those passes, you'll 
probably not going to have it occur. 
END OF TAPE 



CAPOOM It is night time there and you should have a good aurona 
out to the south, and if you do not get the smoke alarm triggered 
in either one of those passes you're probably not going to have 
it occur. 
SIC 
the noise 
CAPCOM. 

Okay. and Hank for your info I still have not worked 
level survey_ I'll get on that very shortly. 
Okay, we'll be ready for the results wheenver you get 

done 

S.C Okay .•. 
CAPCOM. Columbia, Houston. 
tracker at your convenience we 

We see terminate idle on the wide 
need to get SPEC 22 up and do 

a item 3. 
SIC 
itself. 

I think I caught the OPS transitions it does that 

CAPCOM Okay, Crip. 
SIC Okay, it's no longer i d ling. 
CAPCOM and for info we sent up some table mantenance to you on 
three different sets of parameters. They should be onboard now. 
SIC Okay, and we'll just forget the DFI recorders on the 
RCS 
test. Is that okay? 
CAPCOM Say agan. 

CAPOOM Hank, when we're getting ready to do the RCS test, 
since 
we don't have the DFI recorders, were assuming we're going to 
proceed 
on with all tests as called out unless you tell us different. 
CAPCOM That's affirmative Crip, we want to go ahead with the 
tests without the recorder. 
SIC You still there Hank? 

CAPOOM Roger. We're still there and we'll be sending you a 
teleprinter message up with the Timbu updates that we've made. 
SIC Roger that. We're looking at your message 914. We 
concur. 
CAPOOM 
SIC 
CAPCOM 

Roger. 
Message 
Columbia, Houston. We've got you about another minute 



and 20 seconds on Quito and understand that the text-uplink 
message 
was in good shape. 
SIC The one that came up on the mess memory was okay. 
CAPCOM Okay. That's the one we were concerned about. It 
does, 
it came 
SIC 
printer 

through ungarbled. 
That's affirm and now we're getting one from the tele

its printing out something here. 

CAPCOM This should be the updates to your Timbu's. 
SIC Okay. 
CAPCOM Columbia for info. We're about 40 seconds fro LOS. We 
see the ASAts si still on, a Guam is our next site 0859 
almost an hour from now. Columbia, Houston in the blind, we 
s till 
see the ASA's on. We need to get them off. 
SIC Weell okay. 

CAP~ 
SIC 
CAPCCl.VI 
PAO 
Ecuador •• 

And Guam is next at 0859. 
Okay the ASA's are off. 
Thank you sir. 
This is Mission Control Houston. LOS to Quito 

the UHF rela station. Fifty-four minutes way from next contact 
at 
the tracking statnio on the isladn of guam. We'll return at that 
time •. This is Mission Control Houston. This is Missn Control 

Houston. The measurement of Columbia's orbit after the OMS-4 
burn, which was made during the press conference and the play
back 
of that was done after the end of the press conference. Current 
measurement is 149.3 natical miles at appage, ad 147.6 nautical 
miles at peradee. Forty-eight minutes away from Guam. This is 
Mission Cotrol at 8 hrs. 10 minutes into the flight of Columbia. 
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CAPCQM Columbia, 
minutes with a 

Houston through Guam for the next couple of 

real low pass. We may not read you for the whole pass. 
SC OK, we read you loud and clear, Houston. The vacuum 
inerting 
terminate's been going for 44 minutes and finished the RCS jet 
test 
and through a procedural error we proved that the jet fail off 
does 
wor k, bu taIl 
STS-.1 MI SS ION 

the rest of the stuff looked okay. ~ 
COMMENTARY TAPE 0069 4-12-81 GMT 20.13.25~ 

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, and we see the manifold pressure. You're 
clear to terminate the vacuum inert and to - you can go ahead and 
inhibit the LH2 pressure on the c&W. 
SC Okay. Cleared to terminate vacuum inert and okay to 
inhibit 
the LH2 pressure on the c&W. We'll do it. 
CAPCOM And you're clear for your item 48. 
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SC 
CAPCOM 

And we'll get the item 48. Thank you. 
Columbia Houston, We've noticed that you've had another 

pro-
pellant thermal pod, do you recall what parameter it was that set 
that off? 
CAPCOM Columbia Houston, we're about 50 seconds to LOS. 
SC That's negative right now. I 'II have to talk to Crip. 
He's ~~;) 
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down below right now. 
CAPCOM OK, and one little 
like 

cleanup, John, over on L-1 there we'd 

the water pump loop one to apc. 
Oh, yeah. 
And we're about 20 seconds to LOS. Stateside is next at 

to get 
SC 
CAPCOM 
9:19. 
SC 
STS-1 

OK. ~) 
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston, 9 hours 1 minute into 



the 
flight of Columbia. Apparently, the flight control checkout went 
very well aboard Columbia, as reported by Commander John Young. 
Upcoming 
over the states some 17 minutes from now - perhaps a little after 
acquisition we'll be TV pass, a report by John Young of the 
status 
of the flight from the flight deck. This 
approximately 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0069 4-12-81 

TV pass lasts 

GIlT 20.13.2C~ 

6 minutes or thereabouts, depending on how long they keep the 
camera 
up_ We'll return in 16 minutes for stateside pass, an 
abbreviated 
stateside pass along the west coast. Mission Control Houston. 
We're 
getting a playback on the launch again on the large, color 
idafore 
9 hours 2 minutes elapsed time, 16 minutes to AOS Goldstone. 
END OF TAPE 
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 35 seconds away from 
acquisition through Goldstone, Buckhorn and Tula Peak. Upcoming 
on this pass will be onboard television status of the flight from 
John Young on the flight deck. 
CAPCOM Columbia Houston, we're with you stateside for 8 and a 
half 
minutes. We'll be shipping you state vector at Quito in~)of 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0070 4-12-81 GMT 21.12.29 ~ 

this stateside pass. "ijve got your supply water dump quantities 
you'll be needing here a little later, and I got a few more items 
to discuss with you while we're waiting to get the TV up. 

SC Roger that, Hank, and we're standing by to do the TV 
whenever 
you guys want to, and go ahead with any items. ~) 
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CAPCOM OK. We're waiting to get Goldstone up to the TV. The 
supply 
water dump that's coming up a little later - it goes about 9:50, 
and 
the CAP there on page 2-7, we want to dump tank Bravo to 25 
percent, 
and tank Alpha does not need to be dumped. 

SC OK, Bravo to 25. ~) 
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CAPCOM OK, a few words on your consumable status. Your APU'c 
Fre right 
on nominal, maybe just a little bit ahead of time or on the 
quanti ti es 
both water and fuel. The RCS, your forward Res is down about a 
ha If a 
percent, and your aft right and aft left reads down about 2 to 3 
percent, 
so we're coming along real good on consumables. 
SC Okay. Boy, I tell you those normal RCS jObbieS~eall 
get 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0070 4-12-81 GMT 21.12.29 PAG 



your attention in here. It's much nicer flying on the verniers. 
CAPCOM OK, that's a good input. We're going to have a handover 
here, 
and when we come out, I'd like to find out where the freeze dry 
dump is 
on the tape. OK, handover's complete. Crip, if you could tell 
us 
where the freeze-dry is. 
SC Roger that it's our recorder two, track number 4, in 
reverse ~ 
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52 percent done at 814. 
CAPOOM We copy. And we're ready for the TV any time. 
SC OK, Hank, I'm coming at you with a flight deck camera. I 
got 
a picture of John up here in the CDR seat, and you might tell me 
how your 
reception is. 
CAPCOM OK, we've got a good picture, Crip. ~ 
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se OK, the TV status report flight so far has gone as smooth 
as 
can possibly go. We've 
done every test that we're supposed to do, and we're up on the 
time 
line, and the vehicle has just been performing beautifully, much 
better than 
anyone ever expected it to do on a first flight, and no systems 
are 
out of shape. Just an example, we 
alignments 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0070 

did three star-trac~) 

4-12-81 GMT 21.12.~ 

in less time than it takes to do one star-tracker alignment in 
the 
mission simulator, and all the RCS jets have been fired, and the 
vehicle is just performing like a champ, real beautiful. And 
it's 
delightful up here in zero gravity, I might add. Of course, we 
owe 
this to a lot of people. There's one in particular I'd like to 
pay 
my respects to who, if he were here now, would really be having a 
lot ~) 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0070 4-12-81 GMT 21.12.29~ 



of fun. He was man for the country, there aren't many like him, 
Tiger Teague, I guess y 1 all all know him. And, of course, 
there's many 
other people we could probably give thanks to if we started down 
the 
line 
END OF TAPE 
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SC just a lot of people. There is one in particlar I would 
like to pay my respects to who if he were here now would really 
be 
having a lot of fun. He was the man for the country and there 
are not many like him Tiger Teague, guess you all know him and 
there 
are probably many other people could probably thank to ~'f 
started down the line of all the folks we owe we would b 
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till tomorrow, but we certainly want to thank everyone who has 
helped get this thing airborne and we take great pride in doing 
so well right now. 
CAPCOM Ok John, we sure do appreciate those comments. 
SC I think I will switch to the back now and Crippen is 
going to tell you how things went in the back of the s~ 
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CAPOOM and Crippen for info your mother and Jenny and the girls 
are all in the viewing room watching. 
SC Oh my gracious. Ok, we are switching over to the aft 
camera here now we are showing the aft deck. How does that 
picture 
look to you? 
CAPCOM It is coming in real good. ~) 
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SC Ok Hank, I would like to echo John's words as I usually 
do, I guess being the so called rookie on this flight I had a 
thrill from the moment of lift off all the way up to what we 
are doing now. It has really been super, the spacecraft has 
worked as advertised all the way along, there may be a few 
minor nuisance problems, but nothing of significance. I guess 
the ~ 
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major one, you guys are working on down there is dealing with 
some of our instrumentation. But, I think we have got something 
that is really going to mean something to the country and the 
world. 
This vehicle is performing like a champ, like all of us who have 
worked on it so long knew that she worked. I guess then in 



acknowledging people that have done alot for the program~ink 
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it is only right that we mention a couple of guys that gave their 
lives a few weeks ago in our countdown demonstration test John 
Bioenstat and Forest Cole. They believed in the space program 
and 
it meant alot to them I am sure they would be thrilled to see 
where 
we have the vehicle now. We, I had to talk to those guys. But 
it 
is been fun, and we think that the rest of the 
. 
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looking foward to working with you guys and looking forward to 
landing at Edwards in a couple of days from now. And unless you 
got 
some questions Hank, I guess that does it. 
CAPCOM That was good timing. I think you must have practiced we 
were just about to lose you at Goldstone 
SC Just accident. That does not scare you. (Garb~ 
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rea lly 
CAPCX)M 
to get 
SMS? 
SC 

zero gravity. 
We would like to know one thing, is it a little easier 

between the mid deck and the flight deck than it is in 

Oh yea. It is quite a bit easier. Although then there 
is 
some learning Hank, learning curve in being able to m!~ 
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things around a little bit so that has taken a little bit of 
time extra I think it took a little bit more time than the added 
flexibility of getting back and forth. I can dash down there 
and 
back real quick, like to through a switch or something like that 
or just go back and find a teleprinter message but if I have got 
to 
go and get n~ 
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something out of locker or connect something up or something lik 



that it usually takes me just a little bit longer. and I think 
that is just a little learning curve. 
CAPOOM OK, WE copy that, and it is, you have got a go to turn 
off the APU fuel pump valve cooler . e 
SC ROGER that. 
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CAPCOM OK, we have started to get an echo there, so I hve gone 
back to air to ground one only and we have a question for you 
Crippen. We have got about one minute left. When you got 
through 
cleaning out the cabins and screens you went back to fan A 
instead 
of bravo was there a reason for that? 
SC WELL, you had better ask John. He was driVing~~ 
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fan bravo is on right now Henry, what do you all show. 
CAPOOM I got that backwards. We want to go back to the 
original configuration unless you have some other reason. 
SC Ok, you got fan alpha. Tell Stevie McLendon we just got 
h is test in for him. 
CAPOOM Ok, we are just about twenty seconds from LOS 
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coming up on Quito next at 9:32 there, we would like to question 
you about the water alert and the propelant thermal pot alert 
you got and find out if you can give us the parameters that 
caused it? 
SC Nope, ~e are not going to be able to help you there I 
am afraid .It IS gone away. 
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CAPCOM OK, we will talk to you at Quito. 
END OF TAPE. 
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PAO This is mission control, Houston, we've had loss of signal 
through Tula Peak. Quito Equator coming up in 2 minutes 52 
seconds. At which point another teleprinter message will be 
passed up on a routine onboard instructions, lock data, etc. 
There will be a replay, I understand of the just 
completed status report by the crew on television. A~) 
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Quito LOS at 9 hours 30minutes into the flight of Columbia. 
This i mi is mission control, Houston. 
CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, through Quito for the next 
61/2 minutes. We have a state vector coming your way. We'll 
also be shipping you a teleprinter message with block d~ 
orbit 12, we're changing flights to rhoda, and we need t e 
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your GNC variable parameter downlist if you could give us a CRT, 
with GNC SPEC 1. 
SC You want GNC Spec 1. 
CAPCOM That's affirmative sir. 
SC Okay, got the DPS utility on Dev 1 
CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, Are you ready for the IMU 
accelerometer cal? ~) 
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SC Okay, DAP is of, we're in pulse and flash evaporator is 
off 
SC And Crippen's holding still. 
SC Trying too. 
CAPCOM We need manual on the DAP. 
SC I'm sorry about that, did you get it? ~ 
CAPCOM Are the recorder's on? The DFI recorder'S wide n . 
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SC Okay, wideband, we have not got the wideband let's see 
Do they want, do you want a cal on that? Before we do it? 
We didn't get that count in. 
CAPCOM We ought to be OK, just let her rip and we're ready to 
receive. ~ 
SC OK 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0072 4-12-81 GMT 21.28.1 PAGE 



SC OK, would you like a cal afterwards? 
CAPCOM It's not required, Crip. 
SC OK. 
CAPCOM And the teleprinter message is corning your way. And you 
say you don't recall the parameter that kicked off the propellant 
thermal pod here, oh some.... 1~ 
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SC Yeah the propellant one I do. I had repoted that one 
earlier. Just a second, let me get it back up. Yeah, it was, we 
had a test helium ox 1, both the left and right tanks 
went out at one time and the current time the right take is out 
high. On the right pod. 
CAPCOM OK CRIP, I hate to trouble you, but could you sa~ 
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one more time please. 
SC Yes Sir. Its the OMS Pod test, helium/ox 1 On the 
right pod, it'scurrently out of limits at 92, the left pod 
is currently reading 85 and it had already been out out of limit 
high. 
CAPca.vI OK, WE Copy tha t • ~~ 
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SC And also at one point of the OMS crossfeed 
bulkhead mid out low and then it carne back up_ 
CAPca.vI OK, WE GOt that and, we would like to confirm that you 
inhibited the LH2 manifold pressure. 
end of tape. 



SC point of the day, we had the OMS crossfeed the bulk 
bulkhead 
mid outflow and then it came back up. 
CAPOQM Ok, we would like to confirm that you 
inhibited the LH2 manifold pressure. 
SC THAT is affirmative. Parameter 79 
CAPCOM Ok, what we are trying to do is get all of the ~~ 
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crossed out so we hope we won't, you won't get awakened tonight. 
SC Ok, also, it looks like I have got ducer that is 
off scale low on the propellant thermal. It is asc's servicing 
panel for the right pod and it is reading off scale low. 
CAPOOM Ok, we copy that and we do not think that that is going 
to be a problem. ~~ 
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sc All right, that is just sitting there steady so it has 
not 
been coming in and out. 
PAO Columbia Houston, we are just about one minute until LOS. 
Botswana is next at 10:01 UHF. And Columbia Houston in the blind, 
we need to get the DFI wide band mission off. Columbia Houston 
in 
the blind, check your DAP rate. Columbia Houston in th~ 
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the Df! wide band mission recorder off. 
SC Ok Houston. 
PAO And check your DAP rate. 
CAPCQM This is Mission Control Houston LOS through Quito. 
Cleaning 
up some of the flight plan items that were lingering, some of 
the 
checkouts aboard the spacecraft, calibrations of one k~J 
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another. Also, some report by Crippen on what appears to be a 
temperature transducer riding a little high in the right pod OMS 
pod on the helium and oxygen tank cluster No.1. That along with 
some of the other indications are expected to be faulty trans
dUcers. We are some nineteen minutes away from reacquisition 



through the voice relay station at Botswana at which ;~~ll 
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return at nine hours forty one minutes this is Mission Control 
Houston. 
SC Ok Hank, I am coming at you with the flight deck camera 
(garbled) • 
CAPOOM This is Mission Control again. We have a playback 
onboard 
tv just completed during the state side pass. ~ 
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CAPOOM Ok, we have got a good picture Crippen. 
SC (Garbled) The flight has gone as smooth as it could 
possibly go. We have done every test that we are suppose to do 
and we are up on the time line and the vehicle has just been 
performing, performing beautifully, much better than aneyone 
ever expected to do on the first flight and no systems· 
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of shape. Just an example, we did three star tracker alignments 
and in less time than it takes to do one star tracker alignment 
in the mission simulator. And all of the RCS jets have been 
fired and the vehicle is just performing like a champ. Real 
beautiful. And it is delightful up here in zero gravity I mi 
add. Of course, we owe this to alot of people, there i ne 1 
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particular I would like to pay our respect to, cause if he were 
here now, he would really be having a lot of fun. He was the man 
for the country and there are not many like him, Tiger Teague, 
I guess you all know him, and of course there are many other 
people we could pay our respects to if we started down the line 
of all the fOlks we owe, we would be here until tomorro~ 
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we certainly want to thank everyone who has helped get this thing 
airborne and we take great pride in doing so well right now. 
CAPCOM Ok John, we sure do appeciate those comments. 
SC I think I will switch to the back now and Crippen is 
going 
to tell you how things went in the back of the ship. 
CAPOOM And Crippen, for your info, your mother and Jenn~e 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0073 4-12-81 GMT 21.36.40~ 



girls are all in the viewing room watching. 
SC Oh my goodness. Ok, we are switching over to the aft 
camera here. 
END OF TAPE. 
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CAPCOM Your mother and Jenny and the girls are all in the 
viewing 
room watching. 
SC Oh my gracious. Ok, we are switching over to the aft 
camera here, now we are showing the aft deck. How does that 
picture look to you? 
CAPCOM Coming in real good. ~) 
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SC Ok Hank, I would like to echo John's words as I usually 
do, I guess being the so caled rookie on this flight I had a 
thrill from the moment of lift off all the way up to what we 
are doing now. It has really been super, the spacecraft has 
worked as advertised all the way along. A few 
minor nuisance problems, but nothing of significance. ~gU 
the 
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major one, you guys are working on down there is dealing with 
some 
of our instrumentation. But, I think we have got something 
that is really going to mean something to the country and the 
world. 
This vehicle is performing like a champ, like all of us who have 
worked on it so long knew that she worked. I guess then in 
acknowledging people that have done alot for the progra~~i~ 
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it is only right that we mention a couple of guys that gave their 
lives a few weeks ago in our countdown demonstration test John 
Bioenstat and Forrest Cole. They believed in the space program 
and 
it meant alot to them. I am sure they would be thrilled to see 
where we have the vehicle now. Our hat is off 
But it has been fun, and we think that the rest of the~ J 
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(garbled) looking forward to working with you guys and looking 
foward to landing at Edwards in a couple of days from now. And 
unless you have got some questions Hank, I guess that does it. 
CAPCOM That was good timing. I think you must have practiced, 
we were just about to lose you at Goldstone. 



SC Just accident. If that does not scare you. (~) 
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CAPOOM This is Mission Control Houston about forty seconds 
away from acquisition through the voice relay station in 
Botswana South Africa. We will stand by for any comm that comes 
down from Columbia at this point . The crew should be in their 
evening meal at period at this time. Q 
CAPCOM Columbia Houston, How do you read? 
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SC Loud and clear Houston. 
CAPCOM Did you get the DFI wide band recorder off we had a 
little early dropout on the comm last time. 
SC Yes, we got it off. We assumed you were through with it 
the accelerometer cal so we turned the flashes back on. 
CAPCOM OK, on the last data pass we also saw that the d 
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bit for the wide tracker had gotten set again so whenever it is 
convenient, also do the lMU align on the SPEC we need to do the 
item 15 twice to get the shutter open and back to auto. 
se Ok, I do to one open and then a zero to get it back to 
auto 
right. 
CAPCOM Ok, we need that to be ready for the next alig 
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SC Oh, you guys are really planning the ?? 
CAPCOM The corns got sort of a hollow effect to it now, would you 
say your last? 
SC It was a humorous remark, Henry. That was a John Young 
humorous remark. Crippen is down there using the (garbled). 
END OF TAPE 
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SC John Young 
Crip is down there using (garbled) 

CAPCOM OK, whatever that last thing is there sounds pretty bad. 
se It's the best he can do. 
SC Henry, how you read me? ~ 
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CAPCOM I read you loud and clear, now Crip. 
se I'm talking at you an the middeck speaker mike. John 
Young 
humorous remark. 
CAPCOM Not sure I copied that either. We've got about 40 
seconds 

to LOS and did you happen to get the sound level data 
taken ~ 
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SC (garbled) 
CAPOOM Columbia, Houston, that last bit was totally 
unintelligible 
and we might see you at India at 1012, its a very low angle pass 
if we don't see you there, Hawaii is coming at 1048. 
SC OK, we'll see you there. 
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PAO This is mission control, Houston, loss of signal through 
Botswana, 5 minutes to extremely low elevation angle pass, over 
indian ocean station. in 4 minutes and 50 seconds, the calm was 
fairly rugged during that passover Botswana. Much of the 
downlink 
voice from Columbia was totally unreadable. We'll be back at 
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Indian Ocean station in four minutes and 30seconds. At 10hours 
seven minutes, elapsed timemission control, Houston. 
CAPOOM Columbia, Houston, through India for 2 1/2 minutes,how do 
you read? 



SC Read you loud and clear Henry. How us? 
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CAPCXJM 
CAPCQ\.f 
through 
SC 
chance 

READing you much better now, Botswana was a little ratty. 
DID you folks happen to see aurora on this last pass 
the south atlantic? 
You1re down in a barrel there, but we haven't had a 

to look for any aurora. We didn't have any power warning lite, 
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if that's what you mean. 
CAPCOM If it's convenient, like somebody to callup SM Spec 89 
and 
give us a readout on a OMS pod test helium OX nmumber 1 right 
and the same for the left and get those temps. 
SC That's in work. What temperature did you want Crip? 

STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0075 4-12-81 GMT 22.04.20~ 

Henry? 
CAPCOM OHMS pod test helium ox number 1 right and left. 
SC The number 1 is reading 93. The left is 84. 
CAPCOM WE COpy 
SC Hank, I can give you the sound level meter su~~ 

STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0075 4-12-81 GMT 22.04.2~ 

if yo 
e've got about 45 seconds. if you can shoot it in at 

that 
time. And Hawaii's next at 1048. We'll listen. 
SC Roger, I'm giving you the alpha reading for the following 
location. The location alpha, the reading was GODB. Fo~e~ 

STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0075 4-12-81 GMT 22.04.20 AGE 1 

bravo it was 66. For charlie it was 67. For delta it was 67. 
CAPCOM WE copied that. 
SC we're all healthy if you need that Hawaii pass for 
something 
besides medical you got it. 



STS-l MISSION <Xl'INENTARY TAP~-12-81 GMT 22.14. 22 E:0J 
SC 
CAPOOM 
SC 
Hawa i i 

For charlie it was 67, for delta it was 67, over 
We copied that. 

OK and we're all healthy so help. If you need that 

pass for something besies medical, you got it. medical, you got 
it. 
CAPCOM We're about 3 seconds from LOS, Hawaii's next at 1048. 
SC OK ~) 
STS-1 MISSIO~ 9QMMENTARY TAPE M0076 4-12-81 GMT 22.14.2~ 

PAO This is 
Mission Control, Houston, we've passed their (garbled) India 
Ocean 
station, were 31 minutes, now from next pass through Hawaii. 
Missed the 
states this time around. Start picking up Santiago Chile on this 
8th orbit, back in 31 miutes. This is 
iMission Control Houston. ~ 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE M0076 4-12-81 GMT 22.14~ 

CAPOOM Columbia, Housthroughn to Hawaii for the next 2 1/2 
minutes. 
SC Loud and Clear Henry. 
CAPOOM Read you loud and clear and we got a few little items for 
you, we told you earlier about the increased solar flare activity 
on aurora and we have a request to take several photos. and have 
that data for you if your ready to copy. ~) 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE M0076 4-12-81 GMT 22.14.2~ 

SC Go ahead, Henry. 
CAPCOM Take time would be approximately 1118 MET looking south 
immediately after the sun disk is below the horizon. Want you to 
use the 70mm camera, the 80rnm lens, CH01 film, f stop of 2.8, 1 
second 
focus to infinity and take two to three exposures, that film 
is the one with the yellow decal, I think what you used~, 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE M0076 4-12-81 GMT 22.14.2~ 

payload bay doors. 
SC Does this take preference over the COAS cal 
verification. 
CAPCOM That's a negatie. We were thinking you might could whip 

---------------------------------------



that in before you did the COAS cal. You're state vect~or is 
good it should be good through the sleep period. And fa . 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE M0076 4-12-81 GMT 22.14.2 PAGE 

lMU Number 2 is your best lMU. 
se Thank you. 
se Hank I missed that did you say navstate is good should be 
good 

through the sleep period. 
CAPCOM That's affirmative, sleep period, plus. 
CAPCOM We're about 1 minute to LOS Santiago was next, a~/ 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE M0076 4-12-81 GMT 22.14.22~ 

One other little clean up for the sleep period, we noted that the 
APU1 . 

TANK fuel line heaters are beginning to act a litle 
erratic, so in order that we don't get alarm during the sleep 
pe ri od back on A12, we wou I d Ii ke you to take APU tank fue I Ii ne 
water system heater IB to 1A. Auto. In other words, take 
1 Bravo off and lA alpha to auto. _~~ 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE M007S 4-12-81 GMT 22.14.2~ 

se S OK 
eAPOOM COLUmbia, Houston as you go LOS we see the suppression 
bit set onthe wide tracker again, you'll have to rnun through 
your 
item 15 procedure again,and if you have trouble keeping the 
shutter open, just go ahead and leave it manually open until you 
get 
through with alignment. _LY 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE M0076 4-12-81 GMT 22.14.2~ 

End of tape. 
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CAPCOM Columbia Houston, as you go LOS we see the suppression 
bit 
set on the wide tracker again, you will have to run through your 
item 15 procedure again, and if you have trouble keeping the 
shutter open, just go ahead and leave it manually open until you 
get through with alignment. 
SC Ok, I understand. ~') 
STS-l MISSION CDJ.\1MENTARY TAPE 0077 4-12-81 GI.VlT 22.51.1~ 

CAPCOM This is Mission Control Houston ten hours fifty two 
minutes after launch of Columbia. This particular passover in 
Hawaii was to have been private medical communications between 
the crew and the surgeon on this team, Dr. Mike Dungo, however, 
it was scrubbed. The flight plan calls for it if required, 
apparently, it was not. Currently, Columbia is in an O~) 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0077 4-12-81 GI.VlT 22.51.13~ 

measuring 146.3 at Perigee that is nautical miles by 149.2 in 
apogee 
Period of orbit is 89 minutes 54.8 seconds. Inclination 40.2 
degrees to the equator. Cabin pressure 14.7 PSI which is about 
the same as it is at sea level. Partial pressure of oxygen 3 
pounds per square inch. Cabin temperature now showing 79.2, 
that seems awfully hot. This may be a bad number on t~J' 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0077 4-12-81 GMT 22.51.1~ 

Nineteen minutes away from Santiago Chile. The crew is winding 
up the days activities, cleaning up some minor flight plan items, 
in preparation for the sleep period that begins at 13 hours, a 
little over two hours from now. This is Mission Control Houston 
at ten hours fifty three minutes into the voyage of Columbia. 
PAO Columbia Houston through Santiago for the next six 
minutes. ~/ 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0077 4-12-81 GMT 22.51.1~ 

We have got Timbu's coming up to you, your state vecto is good. 
We 
will not be updating it, but we have a couple of other items for 
you. 
SC Ok, go ahead Houston. 
CAPCOM OK, when you get ready to do your pre-sleep fuel cell 
purge, just a little note, that we have noticed that the 



temperatures are almost there so as soon as you turn yo~ 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0077 4-12-81 GMT 22.51.13~ 

heater on you might check, you may not have to wait the full 
27 minutes. 
SC Ok, what do you want for a temp then? 
CAPCOM Well the temps that are called out on your procedure 
there are 
the ones that we want. 
SC Ok, it normally tells us to wait right. We will~t. 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0077 4-12-81 GMT 22.51.13~ 

CAPCOM All that I was saying there Crippen is that two of them 
are over the limits all ready. The only one that might be down 
is the H2T2. Ok, on the PP02A and PP02B, because the cabin is 
not leaking down as fast from the high pressure that we had from 
liftoff. We want to reset the limits and they are on Page 4-9 
and 4-10 in the reference check list and the limit we wa~ 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0077 4-12-81 GMT 22.51.13~ 

set to is 2.7, the lower limit, and that is also 2.70 volts on 
your hardware caution and warning and that I think will keep the 
thing 
from going off during the night and waking you up. 
SC Ok, that is PP02 alpha and bravo? You want 
limit at 2.70 volts. 
CAPCOM Roger, 2.70 volts, and also for 2.7 on the soft 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0077 4-12-81 GMT 22.51.1 

house. 
Roger, we understand. 

of the 
SC 
CAPCX>M 
that 

Also, we have taken a look at the television pictures 

you showed us during the payload bay door 
that made a pretty careful examination of 

operations, and the guy 
that to try to 

indentify 
mi s sing til e. 
STS-1 MISS ION 

Some of the areas that they looked at,~ ) 
COMMENTARY TAPE 0077 4-12-81 GMT 22.51.~ 

eliminated as tiles not missing and then some of the portions 
they 
have determined that there are some tiles missing. Because these 
are the thin compound curve non-critical diced-tile, well, we 
feel that they are not critical. The missing tile portions on 



the pod are, we do not think will be a concern 
entry and the structural integrity is going to 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0077 4-12-81 GMT 

Now they base this analysis on based on the wind tunnel data that 
they had previously determined the low cool heating and heat 
transfer analysis. 
END OF TAPE. 



CAPCOlVI 
the 

We don't think will be a concern during the entry and 

structural integrities will be maintained. Now they base this 
analysis on based on the wind tunnel data that they had 
previously 
determined a local heating and heat transfer analysis and from 
this 
they calculated the remaining slip service analysis 
they calculated the remaining slip service ad graphite apoxic 
skin temperatures. And Also the used the data from the 

test they made here at JSC on the ARC jet. Anyhow, the bottom 
line is that we think there isno real problem at all with the 
pieces of tile or tiles that seem to be missing that we think 
might be missing off of the pod there ad we don't plan to make 
any changes to the entry flight plan because of the tile loss. 
SIC OK, Henry. You could have saved all that and made the 
Mission Press comments. 

Sounds good enough. We don't think there is a problem 
e i t her. 
SIC Hank. Also, you guys had me switch that heater, awhile 
ago, on APU 1. I had the pump in temp up to about 120 degrees 
and triggered 
alarm awhile ago and then come right back down after we'd already 
switched heaters. Just for your informaton. 
CAPCOlVI OK, we copy that and we have a teleprinter message 

coming up to you that we would like for you to take a look at 
at your earliest convenience. Have you heard the thing peccking 
away up there? 
SIC Yeah, we certainly have. I think you've got several 
down there I hadn't had time to go look at it. Ah, but coming up 
on this photograph time and it's nice and dark out there, you 
don't want me to take anything unless I see something, do you? 

CAPCOlVI 
SIC 
photographs 

Say again your last. 
It's coming up on the time of taikng the 

you requested of the aurora activity, ad I can't see anything 
byt 
dark right now. I'm assming that you don't want me to take ay 
photographs with just pitch black. 



CAPCXJJ.VI 
much good. 

SIC 
see 

That's affirmative. Picture of black don't do us 

A little lightening going on down there ad I can 

some cities. But I don't think I see any aurora activities. 
CAPOOM OK, we copy that and we suggest that you guys 
ought to clean up that teleprinter traffic as soon as you can 
get to it. 
SC Well okay Hank. I got to take pictures, we got to 
get teleprinter activity, I got to take stars. 

CAPCXJJ.VI OK as long as there is nothing but black out there you 
dontt need to take any pictures. Botswana is our next site at 
1135 and we are about 45 seconds from LOS. 
SC Oke doke. 
CAPCXJJ.VI This is mission control Houston. LOS through Santiago 
Chile 15 mins. away from LOS at Botswana. Crippen was standing 
by with a loaded camera to shoot Aurora out the window but it was 

pitch black outside and he saw no future in shooting blackness so 
he decided not to take any pictures. Of course the ground agreed 
with that. I suppose in the Southern Hemisphere that would be 
Aurora Australis instead of Aurora BoriaIis. If I remember my 
geography or whatever that category falls into. At 1120 MET 
14 mins. away from Botswana. Mission Control Houston. 
END OF TAPE 



STS-I MISSION CXMlENTARY e4-12-S1 GlIIT 23.27 • leA? 
PAO This is Mission Control, Houston 11 hours 34 minutes, 
mission elapsed time, about 45 seconds till reacquisitions 
through 
Botswana and almost continuous pass into the India Ocean, Station 
slight drop out there between the two, this will be almost the 
final contact before the crew gets into their sleep period. 
Still have Hawaii and Santiago to go after this and th~ 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0079 4-12-81 GMT 23.27.1~ 

crew at 13 hours ground elapsed time is scheduled to turn out 
the lights, put on their blindfolds, put in their earplugs. 
7 seconds to AOS Botswana. 
CAPOOM Columbia, Houston through, to Botswana for the next 7 
minutes, I 
got a couple of items for you. 
SC OK, go. ~ 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0079 4-12-81 GMT 23.27.1~ 

CAPCOM Richard was looking at the circuit breaker on DFI PCM 
RECORder in the SMS, we/re trying to think ahead. We donlt 
know whether we're going to be able to use that or not but if it 
were possible that they had a way to pop that circuit breaker in 
while you were in the seat, we may be able to use it on entry 
and punch it in at the right place. And he went over and he 
found ~ 
STS-l MISSION OOMMENTARY TAPE 0079 4-12-81 GMT 23.27.1~ 

that with a swizzle stick he could indeed reach around behind 
the seat and push that Circuit breaker in and what we are 
suggesting 
is tomorrow maybe during the rehearsal after you get suited up 
if you got time you might scoot up there and strap into the seat 
and use that swizzle stick and see what you can do wit~h __ ~ __ 
SC OK, go. 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0079 

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, did you copy all that regading the 
circuit breaker. 
SC Yes, we did. I don't know whether, I guess we can try 
it, Hank I guess I missed most of that, since I'm the one that 
has t to do it. You're suggesting sticking in that cicuit breaker for 



the recorder with a swizzle stick after we're strapped in the 
seat, ~ 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0079 4-12-81 GMT 23.27.15 ~ 

Is that affirmative? 
CAPCOM That's right Crip, we don't know that we'd want to do 

that 
yet, we don't have a plan, but we thought that duringtomorrow's 
rehearsal if it was convenient to find out whether you could do 
that or not when you were suited, it would at least give us a 
data 
point, from which to work. Richard went over and trie~ 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0079 4-12-81 GMT 23.27.1~ 

in the SMS and he could do it, he could reach it with the swizzle 
stick by turning around in the seat unsuited, now of course and 
popped it in , he doesn't know how it would work out with a suit 
on. 
se OK 

End of tape. 
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CAPCOM in the SMS. He could do it. He could reach it with the 
swissel stick by turning around in the seat unsuited of course, 
and pop in it. He does not know how it would work with the 
suit on. 
SC Ok, it is not possible just to go ahead and turn the 
master DFI recorder off, is it I mean master DFI powe~) 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.0~ 

you are worried about it resetting the recorder or what? 
CAPOOM It is just for the recorder ops and we still do not have 
a measureable plan for it Crippen, we were just thinking that it 
was convenient to get to that data point it might influence the 
final plan. 
SC Ok, I suggest , are you guys on tomorrow when we do 
the suit ingress or is ?? on? ~. 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.0~ 

CAPCOM I think that we come on at just about that time. 
SC Well, ok, somebody had better remind me of that at that 
time. Also, Hank,1 have got all of the necessary traffic out 
now and we have looked everything over. 
CAPCOM OK, real good. We have got a few minutes left here, I 
though you give you a little bit of the status here on ~we 
STS~l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.05~ 

are we think, some of these things you are aware of and they are 
really little knits which I am happy that they are only knits. 
On eagle we have got the DSC/OFl and 4 B power supply that is 
that circit breaker in the 0 15 that is popped, and we still hve 
not decided whether we want to try and do that or not. ~e h ve 
looked back and there may have been some temporary curre 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.05 e 

spikes that could have been a short, we are not sure. You are 
aware tha the fuel cell requires manual purge because the flow 
limits are not exactly right in the auto purge, and we must 
correct that before the next flight. On the aft mainC there we 
have got that one transduer that is reading off high, reading 
about 173 amps is what we show, I think he said one ~ 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.~ 



and ninety something but any how, it is the only one there that 
is not right. On the com side of the house, you are aware that 
our UHF seems to be atitude dependent, at least for the down 
link. And then we have got the DFI/PCM recorder stuck in 
continuous record. At EECOM side we have the FES feedline 
heater 
on A lA is bad, and I think it was that way before it ,~~d 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.05~ 

off. ON GNC we still have got problem with the wire tracker 
seems 
to be getting the surpressed bit ?? bit every onece in a while 
and you have to ue that Item 15 to reset it. We are not sure why 
it ishappening. On the consummables, you are in fat city. 
Everything is normal or close to it, and that is real good as 
far as we are concerned. We have got some fuel and ox~ 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.05~ 

gaging problems on the OMS which you are aware of, and most of 
those are not very big, I think that just about sums it up 
unless you got some questions. 
SC Hank, I cut you out when you were talking about com, 
you said something about down link which I did not get, 
would you review with me the com stuff? ~I 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.0~ 

CAPCOM Not a biggy there Crippen what we already know, is that 
is seems that the down link or voice from you is influenced by 
the vehicle attitude. In other words, when you are heads 
down, we do not seem to be able get a good signal. If we had a 
UHF antenna in that payload bay, we would be in good shape. 
SC We are incidentally receiving you just excell~ 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.0~ 

of them. It does not seem to make any difference on you all 
coming up. 
CAPCOM That is affirmative. I think that there is no problem 
with the up linking you receiving us, it is just that we have a 
hard time receiving you sometimes. That is UHF only of course. 
SC Yes Hank, we understand. ~) 
STS-l MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.05~ 

CAPCOM We are about forty seconds from LOS. The Indian Ocean 



comes up next at 11;43. 
SC OK Hank, see you there. 
CAPOQM Columbia Houston we are with you again through lOS 
next eight minutes and be advise that we have a key hole~~~ 
four minutes into this pass. 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0080 4-12-81GMT 23.37.0 

SC Ok. 
CAPOOM Columbia Houston, one thing that we are curious about is 
if you have had your UHF on have you picked up any inerference 
on the UHF link anywhere? 
END OF TAPE. 
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CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, one thing we are curious about, have 
you had your UHF on, have you picked up any interference on the 
UHF 
link anywhere. 
SC We picked up only momentarily, Hank, and it went right 
away. 
It wasn't even loud enough to hear. And I haven't heard 
CAPCOM We copy. 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0081 4-12-81 GMT 23.43.42 

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, if it's convenient could you give us a 
CRT on GMC's. Spec 1, we want to change (garbled) downlist for 
a quicklook, a snapshot and then we'll put it back. 
SC We'll put it on CRT2. Okay, you have it up. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC Hank, one item (garbled) would be interested in ~'t 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0081 4-12-81 GMT 23.43.42~ 

get a chance to double confirm them, but do you know what the 
max KW we saw on the ascent today was. 
CAPOOM The highest number we saw during ascent Crip was 24.5. 
SC Alright!! 
CAPCOM Going into Kehoe Columbia. 
CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, you probably been seeing the~ 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0081 4-12-81 GMT 23.43.42~ 

yourself but we've been aveaging about 15KW, [guess. The most 
(garbled) in orbit, in fact all in all, we've been running 
somewhat 
under what we predicted pre-flight. I think it's probably due 
to the thermal balance, we don't seem to be having as many 
heaters 
on as you notice from all the alerts you got, things havQ 
running warmer than we anticipated. 
STS-1 MISSION COMMENTARY TAPE 0081 4-12-81 GMT 23.43.42 PAGE 5 

SC 
CAPOOM 
SC 
SC 
that's 
CAPCOM 

~ wife'S hair dryer takes more juice than that. 
The CRT's yours. 

Okeedoak. Ten wives would take m 
Okeedoak. Ten dryers would take more juice than that, 

what I meant. 
Roger, we copy that. 



PAO This is Mission Control Houston 45 seconds until 
acquisition through the Hawaii tracking station. Relatively 
high angle pass of 7-1/2 minutes. Should be getting acquisition 
in less than a minute. Stading by at 12 hours 20 minutes 

elapse time into the voyage of spacecraft Columbia. 
CAPCOM Columbia, Houston through Hawaii for the next 7-1/2 
minutes land we've got some TIMBU's coming up to you ad a couple 
of more items. 
SIC OK, Hak 



nk. We're standing by for the TIMBU's and we 
can (garbled) for message 6 at 12:07 on the tapes ad we're 
standing by for your play-back. 

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. 
SIC And go ahead Hank. 
CAPCOM Standby on the--OK, we've a good RF lock now and we 
would like to get started and we've got the lMU align results 
that we would like to get from you. 
SIC Ok, ad what was the last, you wated the lMU alignment 
results? 

CAPCOM Yes, we just wanted to get the rsults from lMU align, 
and we do have a good RF loc link. 
SIC OK, its 
CAPCOM and the 
SIC OK, the 
prime, use 1,2,ad 
plus .07 plus .02 

TIMBU is onboard. 
lMU's were torgued at 1059.45 and 
3. 509 minus 07 plus 06 plus .14 
minus .05 minus .27 at 10.59.45. 

OK, we copy that. 
The angler air was 01 and the 

angles were all less than .05 of a degree. 
Roger, copy that. 

this is XYZ 
plus .06 

CAP~1 

SIC 
torque 
CAPCXJM 
SIC 
CAPCO\1 

At least I think it helped mer fly it. 
Columbia, Houston. We've been waching 

the lines timps and they're going a little low. 
the ()\1'S cfoss 
On the A-14 

we would 
B-autom. 
SIC 
right? 
CAPCOM 
SIC 
CAPcavI 

like to get the ()\1'S cross-feed line heater b-auto on-

OK, do you wat to leave A-auto on off. Is that 

Standby 1. Hold on on that Crip. 
OK. B-audo coming back off. 
Columbia, Houston. Have you got aything you have for 

us before Santiago, wic is the next pass, last transmission of 
the evening? 
SIC No sir, I don't think so. 
CAPCOM OK, are your goingto keep 
the UFH 0 n ton i g h t . I ass ume you' r e 

Can't think of aything. 
the air-to-ground, I mean 
going to turn air-to-ground 

2 off beccause of the noise. 
SIC Roger (garbled). PIa to sleep wth air-to-ground 1 



and UHF. 
CAPOOM Roger. We copy that. Columbia, Houston, did C 
request that you display depth errors durig the sleep period. 
SIC What do you mean? Do you want to just leave an 
orbit display available or what? Oh, that barath. OK, sure, 
we'll give you that. 
CAPOOM Thank you sir. We've got your dump and we thank 

you. We've got about 1 miute 

LOS. We think we're in pretty 
good shape for the sleep period. Santiago is the next pass 
at 12:48. We're going to give you the first couple of minutes 
of that pass to the surgeon--wats to talk to you and then 
we'll tag up with ya for the night. 
SIC Go ahead. 
CAPOOM Columbia, Houston. As you go overhill you can 

power down the 
SIC Sa again that one. 
CAPCOM Roger. You can shut down the dump. 
SIC Roger that. 
PAO This is Mission ontrol Houston. Loss of Signal in 
Hawaii 18 minutes away from the final pass of the evening 
in which the crew will be awake. 

END OF TAPE 


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

